The Elevate Mentee Orientation

Youth Agenda in collaboration with Vollie Australia organized a one day orientation workshop for the mentees under the Elevate mentorship programme.

The programme seeks to support Kenyan youths on their professional career and social entrepreneurship growth through provision of online mentorship support by Australian professionals with specific skill set to those requested by the Kenyan Youth.

Through the programme, Youth Agenda aspires to have a well informed, self driven and economically plugged-in youth.
Our determination as an organization goes beyond ensuring that youths are included in all spheres of life.

We drive the agenda of ensuring youth inclusion through monthly capacity building sessions at the grass roots levels.

In the month of April and May, Youth Agenda organized youth bi-monthly meetings in 14 sub-counties within Tharaka nithi, Transnzoia and Nandi counties in which 372 youths were reached and empowered.

The capacity building sessions focused on impart youths, knowledge on approaches of tracking and monitoring the accountability of duty bearers through public participation, petition and submission of memorandums. The skills will have youths become active citizens and result into better service delivery.
Youth Agenda organized a three day board induction training from 17th-19th May for its board of directors.

The training objective were as follows:
- Know the organization and its people
- Understand the role of the board as a collective
- Understand the duties of individual board members
- Understand critical elements of board work
- Agree mechanisms for role execution and mutual accountability

The training was attended by one of the founders of the organization-Mercy Nduku who gave an historical background of the organization and its founding mission.

One of the former board chair-Hussein Mohammed attended the training who discussed Board Dynamics and Managing A Diverse Board.

Youth Agenda current Board Members, former Chair and Founder
Youth Agenda participated in a stakeholder engagement on the draft National Youth Council bill of 2019.

The Bill seeks to strengthen the NYC as a platform and a voice for all the youths in the country.

Youth Agenda presented their recommendations on the draft bill at the forum.

Youth Agenda being a key partner in the youth for Building Bridges initiatives participated in a youth for BBI Workshop.

The focus of youth agenda through the Building Bridges Initiatives is to push for youth inclusion and sufficient youth representation at all levels of decision making.

To ensure ideal representation, affirmative action require specific bill that addresses youth representation in public bodies.
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